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Abstract: In synchrotron transfer lines we care 
most about transmission efficiency. The non-
invasive diagnostics of the ALBA Booster-to-
Storage (BTS) transfer line consist of BPMs and 
SRMs to provide the position, size and shape 
of the beam. However, the transfer efficiency 
in the BTS has been fluctuating since day one, 
so more studies and precise beam 
measurements were critically needed to 
optimize it. Firstly, in May'17 the Libera 
Brilliance units have been replaced by Libera 
Spark units: the electronics, customized for 
single-pass beam detection by BPMs. After 
some initial acquisition problems that needed 
company intervention, the Sparks' first 
measurements showed a factor 10 better 
position resolution than the former Brilliance 
units. Secondly, the in-air synchrotron 
radiation monitors (SRMs) of BTS are used to 
keep an eye on the beam and inform the 
operator if there is any deviation from its 
nominal shape and position. Lately, the SRM 
mechanics and automation were significantly 
improved and are now fully employed during 
top-up injections for optimal transmission. 



Booster to Storage (BTS) transfer line of ALBA: 
 

5x kickers 
2x septums 
2x dipoles 
7x quads 
3x HV correctors 
4x BPM 
3x SRM 
3x FSOTR 
2x FCT 

Bo Cycle 90 MeV -> 3 GeV  
Bo shot charge: 0.05 mA  
Linac charge: 0.2 nC 
3Hz shots from Linac 

The injection into the Storage Ring cannot be done through on-axis process because it 
would kill the stored beam. A technique based on one septum and four kickers is used to 
be able to introduce a new beam to the SR without killing the stored beam. 
 
During the injection, the stored beam is horizontally displaced (bump) towards the 
septum, and the injected beam oscillates around the bumped stored beam. The larger the 
bump, the larger the oscillations of the injected beam. 
 
The bump of the stored beam starts three turns before the injection and finishes three 
turns after it. Each kicker generates a magnetic field with a half sinus wave and a period of 
5.7us. The injection is executed just in the peak of the pulse  
 
The injected beam oscillates with the same tune than the stored beam (around 0.16). This 
means that the injected beam will go back to the nearest septum point six turns after the 
injection  
 
 The Storage Ring injection septum bends the beam 9 degrees. It corresponds to a 
setpoint of 601V. For each 1V the beam is bent 0.26mrad. 
  
The kickers will produce a bump of 10 mm which corresponds to a kick of 7 mrad. This 
kick is achieved with a setpoint of 5800V. 
With the last two pairs of correctors the beam at the entrance of the septum can be 
moved without modify its angle. Both correctors have to have the same force in absolute 
value, but with opposite sign. Each 1A change moves the beam 0.4mm. 
  
The injected beam has to go into the SR almost parallel to the stored beam, with an angle 
of around 0.2mrad.  
The position of the beam at FSH01 has to be closed to -23 mm. 
Then the position of the beam at FSH02 with the KI-03 off should be -22.7 mm to have an 
injection angle of 0.2 mrad. 
The angle can be calculated using the beam position in the screens FSH02 and FSH01 with 
KI-03 OFF and dividing by the distance between them (1.44m). 
To optimize this angle use the last two pairs of BT correctors and the setpoint of septum. 
 



BTS 
alignment 
with beam 

BTS historical transfer efficiency 

Efficiency fluctuates since day-1. 
 
The aims of recent BTS diagnostics updates are to improve the 
efficiency and reduce MTTR (mean time to recover). 
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Uses the synchrotron radiation produced when the e-beam traverses a bending magnet. 

The visible light is guided away from SR path by a 450 mirror into the CCD optics, producing a transverse 

beam profile image in real-time.  

 

Non-destructive diagnostic. Due to angular nature of synchrotron radiation, image is diffraction limited; 

however, this is not a big issue in the BTS line. 

beam 

BTS Synchrotron Radiation Monitors 



BTS SRMs:  
 

3 locations :  
1x in the extraction area (after Bo dipole) 
                2x after BTS dipoles 

Optics:  
Iris: internal + external 
Lens: 100-300 mm Tamron telephoto zoom lens 
CCD: Basler Scout (scA1300-32gm) 
Exposure: 20 ms 
Source point: 1.5 m (dipole center) 



stored beam 

kicked beam 

Booster SRM: 
 

Bo-SRM is able to see the stored 
beam as well as the kicked 



Transfer line SRMs:  
 
unsuccessful attempts to catch the SR 
beam in time and position in 2015-2016 

“The Sausage” 
But which part of it is the beam?  

30 sec exposure…  
(integrated shots of all top-
up injections) Internal iris closed… 

Misaligned SRM… 



BTS SRMs: 
 
Finally, as of today 



BTS SRM improvements:  
1. mechanical stability Initial design 

ALBA’s new SRM support: 
 
- Viewport is clamped to the girder (no sag) 
- Alignment of optics is done without forcing the viewport 
- Stable viewport position is now a reference! 

X. Rodriguez, ALBA Engineering 



After the “Bad Efficiency” alarm sounds, an operator can (in 
most cases) quickly narrow down the problem and its solution.  

BTS SRM improvements:  
2. “Bad top-up efficiency” diagnostic on the fly 



Why the septum? Flat signal in Bo-SRM (black 
curve) => it wasn’t the Extraction kicker’s fault. 
it was the Extraction Septum! 
 
Why SRM diagnostic helps in this case? We 
have no readback from scope for the SEEXT, so 
SRM is the only fast diagnostic tool for this.  
 
The septum jumps repeat 2-3 times a week, so 
the real-time SRM screens are very useful to 
improve the MTTR (in 1-2 top-up injections).  

BTS SRM diagnostics:  
Detecting Extraction Septum jumps/drops during top-up operation.  

Example 1:  
 
What happened: suddenly the 
nominal beam spot position in 
the BT-SRM1 has changed by 2 
mm. 
 
Reaction: an operator quickly 
tunes the extraction septum 
setpoint. 

M. Alvarez, ALBA Operations 



BTS SRM diagnostics:  
Wrong setpoints during machine startup after shutdown/maintenance 

Example 2:  
 
Two test-top-ups before 7 am 
show low transmission.  
Again, the BT-SRM1 screen 
hints on the Extraction 
Septum.  



BTS SRM studies 
 

1. SRM vs BPM polarity check while scanning the extraction septum: 

BPM #4 – wrong X sign! 
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1.75 V 2.2 kV 
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This is a “window” scan based only on 
1 optical element and fixed settings of 
others.  
 
“Window” scans for different lattice 
setpoints could provide a more flexible 
transmission tuning.  

2. Efficiency optimization scans:  
estimating effective window of Extraction Kicker & Septum:  

SR beam defocusing horizontally SR beam spot tracking 



BTS Beam Position Monitors 



Position resolution on BT BPMs 

SUM signal 

ADC 

Xpos 

Zpos 

BT BPMs equipped with Libera Brilliance 

2mm 

2mm 



SUM signal 

ADC 

Xpos 

Zpos 

mm Position fluctuations @ 0dB input attenuation !!! 

Position resolution on BT BPMs 
BT BPMs equipped with Libera Brilliance 

2mm 

2mm 



1.8% of Full ADC Range 

Full ADC 
Range 

100μA extracted from the Booster 
+ 40 meters of COAX cable (more than 7dB atten) 

Position resolution on BT BPMs 
BT BPMs equipped with Libera Brilliance 



Let’s give a try to Single Pass electronics 
(Libera Spark EL) 



Sync Problem on Libera Spark 
• New Spark installed in BT0101 while other BT BPMs kept with Libera Brilliance 
• Problems to synchronize the acquisition with the passing beam 

Acquisition shifting 
with time (?) 
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4.2 usec 

Spark BT0101: injections at every 20 min 



Spark BT0101: injections at every 20 min 

Previous slide (usec shift) 

msec shits 

Change external trigger 
delay (EVR) 

Spark rebooted 

Change external trigger 
delay (EVR) 

Sync Problem on Libera Spark 
T
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Brilliance BT0102 - 20min Injections 

ADC data not shifting inside 
Libera Brilliance buffer 

Sync Problem on Libera Spark 
T
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• We also installed one Libera Spark in the LINAC 
• Same data shifting problem as we got for the BT Spark 

Acquisition also 
shifting with time 
in LINAC Spark 

Sync Problem on Libera Spark 
T
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We reported to Instrumentation Technologies all the 
problems with Sparks 

ITech finally was convinced that there could be a 
problem in their device 

They checked and found the reason: a bug while 
storing big ADC buffers 

Software patch implemented to solve the problem 

Sync Problem on Libera Spark 



Sync Problem on Libera Spark 

• Software patch solved the issue 
• Below 1-Single Bunch and 2-Single Bunches injections  no data shifting 

Injector changed from 1 
pure Single Bunch to 2 
bunches separated  
by 1/4 of the ring (224ns) 
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Spark improvements wrt Brilliance 

• Higher beam signal caught by Sparks 
• Examples below for Multi-Bunch and Single Bunch fillings 

2 bunches separated  
by 1/4 of the ring (224ns) 

40 consecutive bunches 

Brilliance Spark 



Spark Unit 
LINAC=1nC 

Spark Unit 
LINAC=0.2nC 

Brilliance Unit 
LINAC=0.2nC 
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3mm 

-3mm 

LINAC BPMs // MultiBunch filling 

Spark improvements wrt Brilliance 

1mm 



LINAC BPMs: Brilliance - X Brilliance – Z Spark – X Spark - Z 
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LINAC & BT BPMs // 1 pure Single Bunch 
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LINAC 0.2nC 

Booster 50μA 

BT BPMs: Brilliance - X Brilliance – Z Spark – X Spark - Z 

Factor >10 better resolution (std) on Position measurement 

Spark improvements wrt Brilliance 

1mm 

1mm 



Very low beam current measurements 

Booster @ 10μA 

Booster to SR transmission Tests 

Spark improvements wrt Brilliance 

Booster @ 50μA Booster @ 100μA 

2mm 



Spark drawbacks wrt Brilliance 

• Problem with ADC saturation  
• When changing from TopUp operation LINAC charge to Machine studies, Sparks ADC could be 

saturated 
• Sparks doesn’t have Automatic Gain Control, so an external software will be required to avoid 

saturation (Tango Device Server) 

1nC 
Att=3dB 

1nC 
Att=10dB 

0.2nC 
Att=3dB 



And here we are now in 2017:  
nominal top-up efficiency: ~90% ! 

BPM Sparks 
electronics 

SRM mech 
stability 

SRM 
automation 

SR decrease in 
chromaticity 

BTS 
alignment 
with beam 

Merci de votre attention! 


